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Abstract

In this paper, we address the rate control, the Medium Access Control (MAC) and the routing problem for cooperative Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) in the framework of cross-layer design. At first, we introduce the cooperative communication conception to VANET, and propose an opportunistic cooperation strategy to improve the system performance. And then, we develop a cross-layer solution which consists of the link capacity detection with adjusting persistence probability at the MAC Layer, the flow rate control with the maximal utility at the Transport Layer and the routing design at the Network Layer. This proposal is designed in distributed manner in order to support a simple and efficient implementation for VANET. Furthermore, some practical issues, such as fairness and network cost, are presented for implementing the proposed solution and improving the system performance. Simulation results show that the proposed opportunistic cooperation strategy combined with joint control algorithm achieves the desired performance over VANET.
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1. Introduction

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) is an emerging new type of wireless networks in which vehicles constitute the mobile nodes in the network. This kind of networks supports vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-gateway communications by providing a self-organized and multi-hop network. The main technical challenge for communication in VANET is the strong mobility of the nodes, high dynamic change of the topology, high variability in node density, and very short duration of the communication.

Let's first consider classic VANET with short-range communication. There are wireless gateways at regular intervals providing access to the rest of the Internet using infrastructure support. Given an average speed of 50 miles per hour and a gateway radio range of 500 meters, every vehicle with the transmission window connected to a fixed Internet access point has one minute at the most. Considering contention from other vehicles, there may not be enough bandwidth to allow each vehicle to access the Internet in the short time. From the above example, we can find that conventional client-server approach in the face of intermittent connectivity is not appropriate for VANET. Therefore, limited access to the Internet contrasts with the even increasing dependence on Internet service, which motivates a compelling application of cooperative network in the VANET. In this cooperative network, every node (vehicle) acts as a partner for other nodes in a multi-hop wireless scenario. Thus, cooperation at the network level can be resonated at the application level [1].
In fact, the idea of cooperative networking is first proposed to handle “flash crowds” on the Internet, where end-hosts cooperate in order to improve the overall network performance. The gateway in our architecture would experience flash crowd arrival patterns. As we shall see, the strong mobility of the nodes in VANET coupled with the intermittent connectivity to the Internet provides an incentive for individual nodes to cooperate while accessing the Internet to achieve some level of seamless connectivity.

In recent years, some cooperative strategies for content delivery and sharing in VANET have been proposed. Among these, [2] proposes a “communication efficient” swarming protocol which uses a gossip mechanism that leverages the inherent broadcast nature of the wireless medium, and a piece-selection strategy that takes proximity into account in decisions to exchange pieces. However, there is no specific solution describing how to solve the data flow movement problem over this multiple hop network. In fact, since cooperative VANET is a classic multi-source-multi-path system, one of most challenge issues is the flow rate control: the Internet is based on an end-to-end paradigm, where the transport protocol (e.g. TCP) instances at the endpoints to detect overload conditions at intermediate nodes. When congestion occurs, the source reduces flow rate [3]. However, in cooperative VANET the topology changes within seconds and the congested nodes might not be adjusted at all when the sources react to the congestion.

In this paper, we jointly formulate the rate control, medium access control and routing problem for cooperative VANET in the framework of the utility function
optimization. The fundamental purpose is to decompose the utility function into a flow control problem which determines the total source rate, and a division problem which describes how to split the total rate among a set of least congested paths according to the link persistence probability. The main contributions of this research are showed as follows: Firstly, we introduce the cooperative communication conception to VANET, and propose an opportunistic cooperation strategy to improve the system performance. Secondly, we develop a cross-layer solution which consists of the link capacity detection with adjusting persistence probability at the MAC Layer, the flow rate control with the maximal utility function value at the Transport Layer and the routing at the Network Layer. Generally speaking, the realization of joint rate control, MAC control and routing for this specific cooperative VANET system is the highlight of this paper. Finally, some practical issues for implementing the proposed scheme and improving the VANET performance are presented.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the opportunistic cooperation strategy for VANET. Based on the problem analysis, a joint optimal rate control, medium access control and routing algorithm is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, some practical implementation issues for VANET are presented. Simulation result and discussion are given in Section 5, followed by related works in Section 6 and concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Opportunistic Cooperation Strategy for VANET

The VANET system consists of a set of nodes communicating through bidirectional
wireless links between each other with the 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) [4]. The DSRC link is compatible with IEEE 802.11a R/A (Roadside Applications) by the Standard Committee E17.51.

The basic opportunistic cooperation strategy in this research is described as follows: when a vehicle arrives in the range of the gateway \((R_g)\), it requests the gateway for the particular data. If the gateway has the data in its cache, it starts downloading from the Gateway while in \(R_g\) (Figure 1(a)). When the vehicle gets out of the range of \(R_g\), it starts to find his partner by gossip its neighbors about content availability. If the wanted data exists in its neighbor and the neighbor can provide a satisfactory service, the neighbor transmits the data in the range of the vehicle \((R_v)\) (Figure 1(b)). If his neighbor has the wanted data, but it can not provide satisfactory service, the neighbor seeks to relay for help (Figure 1(c)). Otherwise, the neighbor gossip to its neighbors and become the potential relay for this vehicle (figure 1(d)). In the context of Figure 1(b) and 1(c), it is important for a vehicle to decide whether employing a relay or not. To resolve this problem, we focus on designing an Opportunistic Cooperation MAC (OC-MAC) protocol which is specially adapted to VANET.

2.1 Relay Employment

Since the throughput is one of the most important indexes for VANET, here, we choose it as the criterion of relay employment. That is, relay nodes will be used only when they can improve the throughput of the system. The throughput of the system \(T\) is defined as:
\[ T = \frac{P_f P_{\text{size}}}{t} \]  

\( t \) represents the transmission time of a frame (including the control frame and the data frame), \( P_{\text{size}} \) is the size of each packet and \( P_f \) represents the possibility of successful transmission of packet in one transmission. \( P_f \) can be calculated by the BER (Bit Error Rate) and frame length as introduced in [5]. Without considering the transmission time of SIFS (Short Inter Frame Space) slots in the IEEE 802.11 network, the transmission time \( t \) can be defined as:

\[ t = t_c + t_d \]  

\( t_c \) denotes the transmission time of control frames, where \( t_c = t_{\text{rts}} + t_{\text{cts}} \) (\( t_{\text{rts}} \) is the time of RTS (Request To Send); \( t_{\text{cts}} \) is the time of CTS (Clear To Send)). \( t_d \) represents the transmission time of data frame and ACK (acknowledgment) frame, where \( t_d = t_{\text{data}} + t_{\text{ack}} \). In addition, \( t_s \) (see equation (3)) denotes the transmission time when direct transmission is successful, and \( t_r \) (see equation (4)) defines the transmission time when direct transmission is failed and relay is used,

\[ t_s = t'_c + t_d \]  

\[ t_r = t'_c + t'_d \]  

according to IEEE 802.11 standard, \( t'_c = t_{\text{rts}} + t_{\text{cts}} + t_{\text{rc}} \) (\( t_{\text{rc}} \) is the time of RC (Relay Confirmation)), \( t'_d = 2 \times t_{\text{data}} + t_{\text{ack}} \). So the throughput of relay strategy \( T_r \) can be expressed as:

\[ T_r = \frac{P_f P_{\text{size}}}{t_s} + \frac{(1 - P_f) P_f P_{\text{size}}}{t_r} \]  

\( P_f \) is the possibility of successful transmission through relay node. Relay is used only when \( T_r > T \), and this decision is made by the intermediate destination node.
In our scheme, relay selection is based on instantaneous channel conditions in slow fading environment, without requiring the knowledge of the topology. Meanwhile, the overhead involved is minimal since the technique is based on signal strength measurement of RTS and CTS packets. The transmission of these packets allows for the estimation of the instantaneous wireless channel information $h_{i,j}$ from node $i$ to node $j$, therefore, each node can establish a one hop routing table and choose appropriate nodes for data relaying.

2.2 The OC-MAC Protocol

Once a node $S$ has the data to transmit to a destination node $D$, it will first send the data to $D$ if the connection is not failed. As the topology changes so fast and the relay nodes are often used in VANET. Therefore, $S$ also checks its relay table to choose a relay with best channel condition if the table is not empty.

In the case of the relay node $R$ is used, $S$ senses the channel first to see if it is idle for a DIFS (Distributed Inter-Frame Space) time according to IEEE 802.11 standard. When $S$ has completed the required back-off procedure, a RTS frame will be sent, including the MAC address of the relay node, and this frame also reserves the channel for NAV (Network Allocation Vector) duration. The potential relay node will check its own state to see if it can relay the information for the sender, if so, a RC frame will be sent to the destination node in a SIFS time slot after received the RTS frame. Otherwise, it will just stay idle.

After hearing the RC frame, the destination node $D$ will use the channel information $h_{S,D}$ (from source to destination) and $h_{R,D}$ (from relay to destination) to
calculate the possibilities \( P_f \) and \( P_r \) [5]. With the transmission time of control frame and data frame, \( T \) and \( T_r \) can be finally computed and compared to decide whether to use a relay node or not. If a relay node is used, a confirm signature will be specified in the CTS frame, which informs the sender the use of relay. Otherwise, a CTS frame will also be sent out but without a confirmation. In this situation, the sender will delete this relay node from the table after the reception of CTS frame.

If a relay node \( R \) correctly receives the data frame, it senses the channel to see if there is an ACK frame. If so, that means the destination node \( D \) has received the data frame successfully, and the relay node \( R \) does not have to send the data frame again. If an ACK frame is not heard in a two SIFS time, the relay node \( R \) will send the data frame to the destination node \( D \). If the destination node \( D \) successfully receives this data frame, it will send out an ACK frame to indicate a successful transmission. Figure 2 depicts this procedure.

### 2.3 NAV and TIMEOUT Setting

In the IEEE 802.11 standard, the original RTS and CTS frame have a duration field to indicate how long this transmission will use the channel and to keep other nodes in the BSS (Basic Service Set) silent during the transmission. The NAV at each station should be set by the value of duration field of the received frame. The node will also set a timeout clock to wait for the reply. For example, after the sender sends a RTS frame, it will set a timeout clock to wait for a CTS frame. If the CTS frame does not arrive in the regular time, the sender will retransmit another RTS frame.
In our OC-MAC protocol, the duration field in RTS frame $Duration_{RTS}$ includes the time required to transmit the data frame through direct transmission, three SIFS intervals, one CTS frame and one ACK frame (see equation (6)). The timeout of RTS frame $Timeout_{RTS}$ includes the time of two SIFS intervals, one RC frame and one CTS frame (see equation (7)).

$$Duration_{RTS} = 3 \times T_{SIFS} + T_{CTS} + T_{DATA} + T_{ACK}$$

(6)

$$Timeout_{RTS} = 2 \times T_{SIFS} + T_{RC} + T_{CTS}$$

(7)

This duration field guarantees that a packet can be directly sent even if the relay node can not be used. The timeout clock guarantees that the sender will wait enough time for the RC and CTS frames. The duration field in RC frame $Duration_{RC}$ will be set according to the following equation:

$$Duration_{RC} = 4 \times T_{SIFS} + T_{CTS} + 2 \times T_{DATA} + T_{ACK}$$

(8)

When setting the duration field in the CTS frame, we have to check out if the RC frame has been received. If not, we can set the value by subtracting the time for a SIFS interval and a CTS frame. If RC frame is present, the duration in the CTS $Duration_{CTS}$ and timeout $Timeout_{CTS}$ should be set as below:

$$Duration_{CTS} = 3 \times T_{SIFS} + 2 \times T_{DATA} + T_{ACK}$$

(9)

$$Timeout_{CTS} = 3 \times T_{SIFS} + 2 \times T_{DATA}$$

(10)

The NAV mechanism for OC-MAC is shown in Figure 3. The timeout set guarantees the destination node can receive the data frame transmitted by the relay node. For those nodes that can hear both RTS and CTS frames, they have to set their NAV according to the duration field. Once the CTS or ACK packet is captured, they might reset the NAV according to this new message. Since the relay node may be
failed or direct transmission might be successful, the duration fields in the new packets may reserve less time.

If the data packet is successfully transmitted, every station proceeds to start a new cycle, shown in Figure 4. If the deliver of data packet is failed, the sender will start an exponential back-off to retransmit its data.

2.4 Comparison with Other Ad Hoc Routing Algorithms

Here we analyze our proposed OC-MAC protocol by comparing it with some ad hoc routings, such as the AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) and OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) protocols. AODV is a reactive routing protocol, in which it enables to build routes between nodes only as desired by source nodes. It maintains these routes as long as they are needed by the sources; In terms of OLSR, as it is a proactive routing protocol, each node exchanges the topology information regularly and the routes are always immediately available when needed. However, the topological changes may cause the flooding of the topological information in the network even if the “relay” technique is used in OLSR.

In fact, our proposed OC-MAC protocol is designed to cater to the characteristics of VANET. Firstly, AODV is not totally suitable any more as the topology of the VANET could be changed frequently. In OC-MAC protocol, we employ hop-by-hop strategy in which each node just knows its next hop. Although it may be could not guarantee the whole routing is optimal, it enables to provide an existed routing from source to destination under the condition of fast change environment, such as VANET; Secondly, comparing to OLSR the ultimate destination node decides the routing.
OC-MAC protocol chooses the routing locally in which the intermediate destination node decides whether a relay is employed or not. Therefore, the amount of topological information can be reduced, which is important for VANET.

3. Joint Optimal Control Algorithm

In the previous section, we introduce the opportunistic cooperation strategy for the VANET. In fact, very node in this cooperative network is possible to become the source, relay or destination, and this is a classic complex multi-source-multi-path system, therefore, it is much more difficult to control the network compared to the traditional non-cooperative system. In this section, we present a Joint Optimal Control (JOC) algorithm to jointly optimize rate control, medium access control and routing for the aforementioned cooperative VANET system based on the cross-layer design.

3.1 System Analysis

Consider this VANET whose links are denoted by $L = \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$. Let $c_l$ be the capacity of link $l \in L$ and $c = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_l]^T$. Let $S = \{1, 2, \ldots, s\}$ be the set of sources. Each source $s \in S$ has $n_s$ available paths or routers from the source to the destination. Let the $L \times 1$ vector $R_{s,i}$ denotes the set of links used by source $s \in S$ on its path $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n_s\}$, whose $l$th element equals to 1 if path contains link $l$ and 0 otherwise, and $N_{s,i}$ denotes the number of links on the path $i$. The set of all the available paths of $s$ is defined by

$$R_s = [R_{s,1}, R_{s,2}, \ldots, R_{s,n_s}]$$ (11)
And the total paths in the network are defined by a routing matrix $R$,

$$R = [R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_n]$$

(12)

For each source $s \in S$, let $x_{s,i}$ be the rate of source $s$ on path $R_{s,i}$, and $x_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} x_{s,i}$ be the total source rate. Let $m_s \geq 0$ and $M_s \leq \infty$ be minimum and maximum rate, respectively, i.e., $m_s \leq x_s \leq M_s$. When each source $s$ transmits at a total rate of $x_s$, it attains a utility $U_s(x_s)$. We assume that $U_s : \mathbb{R}_{+} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is continuous, increasing and strictly concave. Let

$$x = [x_{1,1}, \ldots, x_{1,n_s}, x_{2,1}, \ldots, x_{2,n_s}, \ldots, x_{n,1}, \ldots, x_{n,n_s}]^T \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^n$$

(13)

be the vector of all path rates of all sources. Our objective is to choose rates $x$ so as to maximize the total utility $\sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s)$:

$$\max_{x \geq 0} \sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s)$$

(14)

subject to

$$x_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} x_{s,i},$$

$$Rx \leq c$$

$$x_{s,i} \geq 0, m_s \leq x_s \leq M_s$$

However, in the cooperative system, each node or each link has a contention resolution protocol based on the transmission persistence probability. Let $L_{\text{out}}(s)$ denotes the set of outgoing links from $s \in S$, $N_{in}^l(s)$ as the set of nodes whose transmissions cause interference to the receiver of link $l$, excluding the transmitter node of link, and $L_{\text{from}}^l(s)$ as the set of links whose transmissions get interfered from the transmission of node $s$, excluding the outgoing links from node $s$. Therefore, if the transmitter of link $l$ and a node in $N_{in}^l(s)$ transmit data simultaneously, the transmission of link $l$ fails. If node $s$ and the transmitter of a
link \( l \) in \( L_{from}(s) \) transmit data simultaneously, the transmission of link \( l \) also fails. Assuming each \( s \) transmits data with a probability \( p'_s \), when it determines to transit data, it chooses one of its outgoing paths with a probability \( q_l \), \( l \in L_{out}(s) \). Consequently, link \( l \in L_{out}(s) \) transmits data with a probability \( p_l = p'_sq_l \), which is called persistence probability of link \( l \). Therefore, the data rate on path \( i \), \( x_{i,s} \), is obtained as minimum rate of link in the path:

\[
x_{i,s}(P_s) = \min_{i \in \{1, N_i\}} c_i p_l \prod_{k \in N_{s,l}(i)} (1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m)
\]

where \( P_s = \{p_1, ..., p_{N_s}\} \), \( P = \{P_1, P_2, ..., P_s\} \).

With the above analysis, we can specify the cooperative wireless networks utility maximization with “contention” link:

\[
\max_{x_s \geq 0} \sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s) \quad (16)
\]

subject to \( x_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} x_{i,s}(P_s), \)

\[
R x \leq c
\]

\[
x_{i,j} \geq 0, m_s \leq x_s \leq M_s, 0 \leq P \leq 1
\]

### 3.2 JOC Algorithm

In the case of multi-path flow control, many literatures have been proposed by introducing the variable of path price to maximum the total utility function of the system [6-8]. In [7], the author solves the optimal congestion control problem by taking the path price into consideration, and the optimal source rate \( x^*_s \) is given by

\[
x^*_s = \sum_{R_s \in R_s} x^*_s = [U_s^{t-1}(P^*_s)]_{m_s}^{M_s} \quad \text{and} \quad x_{i,j} = 0, \text{if } p'_{i,s} > p'_j
\]

where \( [z]_{m_s}^{M_s} = \max(m_s, \min(M_s, z)) \), \( p'_i \) is the minimum path price among \( R_s \), path
$R^*_{i,j}$ has the minimum path price $p^*_{i,j} = p^*_i$, and $R^*_{s}$ defines the set of all minimum price path $R^*_{i,j}$ of source $s$. The above equation suggests a way to adapt that the total source to congestion, but it does not specify the total rate should be split among the available paths. A naïve approach is to simply split it evenly along paths that have the least current price. This algorithm, however, does not converge, e.g. when multiple paths have different path prices. Here, we can view the persistence probability as a special path price, and the distributed optimal $x_s$ at each source can be adjusted according to the persistence probability of each link. Similarly, the persistence probability is adjusted according to current $x_s$. Intuitively, the expected result would allocate the “right” amount persistence probability to the “right” links to control the flow rate, which may then induce an increase in end-to-end throughput.

**JOC Algorithm:** We assume that time is slotted, and the links are fixed within a time slot but independently change between different slots. During each time slot $t$, the following three updates are carried out simultaneously until convergence.

1) **MAC:** Each link $l$ receives flow rates $x_{i,j}(t)$ for all paths $R_{i,j}$ that contain link $l$, and computes a new persistence probability

$$p_l(t+1) = [p_l(t) + \kappa \frac{c_l}{p_l(t)}] - \kappa \sum_{l \in L_{i,j}} \frac{E_k}{1 - \sum_{m \in L_{i,j}} p_m}$$

(17)

$t_i$ is the transmitter node whose path contains link $l$, $\kappa > 0$, and

$$E_l = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } \sum_{i} x_{i,j} \leq c_l p_l \prod_{k \in N_{i,j}(l)} (1 - \sum_{m \in \text{mod}(k)} p_m) \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Informing new probability $p_l(t+1)$ to the other sources whose path $R_{i,j}$ contains link $l$; and each source receives $p^*_{i,j}(t) = P^T_{i}(t)R_{i,j}$ from the network for all its paths $R_{i,j}$.
\( i = 1, 2, ..., n_s \) and decides the maximum persistence probability

\[
p^r_i(t) = \max_{i=1,2,...,n_s} p^r_{s,i}(t).
\]

2) **Rate Control:** Updates the source rate \( x_s(t+1) \):

\[
x_s(t+1) = [U'_s(p^r_i(t))]^{M_s}_{m_s}
\]

To these paths which do not have the maximum persistence probability, path rate

\[
x_{s,j}(t+1) = [x_{s,j}(t) - \gamma (p^r_i(t) - p^r_{s,j}(t))]^+, \quad \gamma > 0
\]

To the any path \( R_{s,j} \) that has the maximum persistence probability, we set its rate as:

\[
x_{s,j}(t+1) = [x_s(t+1) - \sum_{i \in [L_s]} x_{s,i}(t+1)]^+
\]

and then informs all the new flow rate \( x_{s,l}(t+1) \) to links \( l \) contained in path \( R_{s,i} \).

3) **Routing:** Over the chosen link, sending an amount of bits for destination according to the rate determined by the rate control update.

   Note that, the persistence probability of the link depends on two aspects: one is the current flow rate relative to link capacity, while the other one is the current link affected by other vehicles. In the case of path rate, the rates on all paths that have less than the maximum persistence probability are reduced by an amount proportional to the absent probability, and the rate on the maximum probability path is increased, so that the new rates on all paths sum up to the new total source rate determined in the flow control decision.

### 3.3 Performance Evaluation

We first associate Lagrange multiplier for each of the constraints, and use the KKT
optimality conditions for optimization [9-10], solving this problem is equivalent to satisfying the complementary slackness condition and finding the stationary points of the Lagrange.

\[ L_{sys} = L(x, P, \lambda, \underline{\lambda}) \]

\[ = \sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s) - \lambda_s (x_s - \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{s,i} (P_i)) - \lambda^T (Rx - c) \]  

(21)

\[ = \left( \sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s) - \lambda_s x_s \right) + \lambda_s \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{s,i} (P_i) - \lambda^T (Rx - c) \]

where \( \lambda = [\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_l]^T \). By linearity of the differentiation operator, this can be decomposed into two separate maximization problems

\[ \max_{x \rightarrow 0} L_s(x, \lambda) = \sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s) - \lambda_s x_s \]

\[ \max_{P = 0} L_p(\lambda, \lambda, P) = \lambda_s \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{s,i} (P_i) - \lambda^T (Rx - c) \]

\[ = \lambda_s \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \min_{j \in [1, N_s]} c_i p_i \prod_{k \in N^T_s (i)} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m \right) \right) - \lambda^T \left( x_i - c_i \right) \]

The first maximization is already implicitly solved by the rate control mechanism for different \( U_s \) in [11], while the second maximization still need to be solved which aims at allocating exactly the right persistence probability of each link to achieve the optimal rate. Here, we focus on proving the convergence of the persistence probability problem.

Because \( \max L_p(P) \) is a typical non-concave/convex problem, it is difficult to take the derivative of \( L_p(P) \) with respect to \( p_i \) directly. To get around the difficulty, we take logarithm operator on \( L_p(P) \) to get \( L_p(\tilde{P}) \), that is

\[ L_p(\tilde{P}) = \min_{i \in [1, N_s]} \sum_{j \in [1, N_s]} \log(c_i p_i \prod_{k \in N^T_s (i)} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m \right)) + \log p_i (c_i - x_i) \] , where \( \tilde{p}_i = \log p_i \).

In the appendix, we will show that the partial Lagrange is a strictly concave function
of a logarithmically transformed probability vector. So we can decompose that

\[ L_p(\tilde{P}) = \min_{\{x_{ij}\}_{i,j}} \sum_{i} \log(c_i p_i \prod_{k \in N^k_i(t)} (1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m)) + \log(p_i (c_i - x_{ij})) \]

\[ = \sum_{i} \log(c_i p_i \prod_{k \in N^k_i(t)} (1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m)) - \sum_{i} \log(p_i (c_i - \sum_{s} R_{s,i} x)) \]

Assuming

\[ \epsilon_i = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } \sum_{i} x_{i,j} \leq c_i p_i \prod_{k \in N^k_i(t)} (1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m) \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Taking the derivative of \( L_p(\tilde{P}) \) with respect to \( p_i \), we have

\[ \nabla_i L_p(\tilde{P}) = (c_i - \sum_{s} R_{s,i} x) - p_i \frac{\prod_{k \in N^k_i(t)} (1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m) \epsilon_k}{1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m} \]

\[ = (c_i - \sum_{s} R_{s,i} x) - p_i \frac{\sum_{k \in L_{out}(t)} \epsilon_k}{1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m} \]

Coming back to the \( P \) solution space instead of \( \tilde{P} \), it is easy to verify that the derivate of \( L_p(P) \) with respect to \( p_i \) is

\[ \nabla_i L_p(P) = \frac{c_i - \sum_{s} R_{s,i} x}{p_i} - \frac{\sum_{k \in L_{out}(t)} \epsilon_k}{1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m} \]

Therefore, the logarithmic change of variables simply scales each entry of the gradient by \( p_i : \nabla_i L_p(P) = (1 / p_i) \nabla_i L_p(\tilde{P}) \). We now use the gradient method [12], with a constant step size \( \kappa \), to maximize \( L_p(P) \)

\[ p_i(t+1) = p_i(t) + \kappa \nabla_i L_p(P) \]

\[ = [p_i(t) + \kappa \frac{c_i - \sum_{s} R_{s,i} x}{p_i(t)} - \kappa \frac{\sum_{k \in L_{out}(t)} \epsilon_k}{1 - \sum_{m \in L_{out}(k)} p_m}]_0 \]

This is the exact MAC update in the JOC algorithm. Substituting the given equation
into \( x_s(t+1) = [U'_s(p'_s(t))]_{m_t} \) to compute the total rate of source \( s \) at \( t+1 \), the following is the same as the proof in [6]. Since \( x_{s,i} \) can be turned into a concave function in \( P \), each constraint \( x_s = \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} x_{s,i}(P_s) \) is an upper bound constraint on a convex function in \( (x_s, P_s) \), problem (16) can be turned into maximizing a strictly concave objective function over a convex constraint set. Therefore, the established convergence is towards the global optimal.

4. Extension: Some Practical Issues for Application

4.1 Fairness

Packets originating at vehicles outside the communication range of gateway must undergo several channel contentions to reach the gateway. Hence, they have disadvantages over the packets that travel shorter distance to the gateway. In addition, as stated previously, in the cooperation system, each vehicle may transmit both its own bits as well as some information for its partner, how to keep relative fairness between its own bits and partner’s bits is also a practical problem need to be solved.

In generic wireless network, the fairness strategy adopts the per-flow fairness, in which every flow has the equal “opportunity” to get the destination; however, this is impractical in VANET system. Here we can employ a content-based fairness strategy as described in [13], and it is scalable and does not require maintenance of any state information beyond a time slot which is important in a network with a fast changing topology. As to the content-based fairness strategy, that is when each node receives
the packets, it judges the packet content whether it has hold or not. If has, it will throw out the packet directly and inform his partner do not transmit after that moment. If not, it will receive the packet and adjust the flow rate and persistence probability as stated before.

In addition, utility functions can also be interpreted as the “knobs” to control the tradeoff between the fairness and efficiency. Different shapes of utility functions lead to different types of fairness defined in the economics literature. For example, a family of utility functions, parameterized by $a \geq 0$, is proposed in [14]

$$U^a(x) = \begin{cases} (1 - \alpha)^{-1} x^{1-\alpha}, & \text{if } \alpha \neq 1 \\ \log x, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(25)

If we set $a = 0$, utility maximization reduces to system throughput maximization. If $a = 1$, proportional fairness among competing vehicles is attained; if $a = 2$, then harmonic mean fairness; and $a \to \infty$, then max-min fairness. To accommodate multi-class services and attain the desired tradeoff between efficiency and fairness, it is important that the utility maximization framework can handle general types of convex/concave utility functions.

4.2 Network Cost

In our system model, we have only considered the user utility. We can introduce a variable $\omega_l$ for each link $l$ to represent the cost incurred by using the link to transmit flow to destination. Our objective is to maximize net-gain to strike a balance between vehicle utilities and network cost:

$$\sum_{s \in S} U_s(x_s) - \sum_{l \in L} \omega_l c_l$$

(26)
Link cost $\omega_l$ can be a function of link state such as loss rate, or any other link metric.

Following the analysis described in Section 3, we can obtain similar cross layer MAC, rate control and routing algorithm as followings. Change the equation (19) into

$$x_{i,s}(t + 1) = [x_{i,s}(t) - \gamma(p_{i,s}^r(t) - p_{i,s}'(t) - \omega_{s,i}(t))]^+, \quad \gamma > 0.$$ (27)

All the other steps in JOC algorithm remain the same.

The introduction of $\omega_l$ facilitates the implementation of many functionalities. For example, if it is an increasing function of link loss rate, we can do link-state-aware scheduling and avoid less reliable links. It can also help to improve performance in delay. In our original design, the flows find their way to destinations by moving in directions of increasing persistence probability. Thus, some data may take a long path to its destination, which could lead to significant delay for large network. By taking $\omega$ proportional to the link length, we can align the nodes to route data in the direction of their destinations, and thus improve the performance in delay.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

We conduct simulation experiments to study the performance of the proposed OC-MAC protocol and JOC scheme. First of all, we describe the simulation settings. Secondly, we present the main simulation results where we show the objective performance results under different scenarios comparing to the competing methods. Finally, we conclude this section based on the selected simulation results.
5.1 Simulation Settings

We implement the proposed scheme in Nab network simulator [15], which is a fast, flexible and scalable simulator for ad-hoc networks. We incorporate our mobility model, and traffic model into the simulator. The vehicle (node) arrival process at the access point follows a Poisson distribution with the average inter arrival time varying from 0.5 to 4 seconds. We consider only one direction of vehicle motion in the highway. The neighbor group is maintained among vehicles driving in the same direction. For simulation convenience, there are 5 original source vehicles distributed uniformly in the system, and all of the other vehicles want to download the data from the sources. We use slow fading Rayleigh channel with unit mean to simulate the wireless radio channel. The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. We modify the frame structure based on IEEE 802.11, and the new RTS frame is defined as Figure 5, in which the HA field represents the address of the relay node. When a node receives a RTS frame, it will compare this address to its own. If they are the same, it will send out a RC frame, which is defined as Figure 6.

Table 1: Parameter Settings

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC header</td>
<td>272 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHY header</td>
<td>192 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS</td>
<td>208 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS</td>
<td>304 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>304 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>1024 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate for MAC and PHY header</td>
<td>1M bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot time</td>
<td>20 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS</td>
<td>10us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFS</td>
<td>50us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of the nodes</td>
<td>10-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle velocity</td>
<td>40-80 mph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that all the simulation results in this section have been obtained using 300 runs in order to obtain statistically meaningful average values.

5.2 Selected Simulation Results and Discussions

At first, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed OC-MAC strategy, we plot the throughput variation as the number of the nodes increases. The proposed OC-MAC is benchmarked against other three methods: 1) conventional client-server scheme (it uses IEEE 802.11 at the MAC layer, and the gateway is the only source). 2) no-relay cooperation approach (it does not use relay all the time). 3) always-relay cooperation approach (it uses relay all the time, if any). For notational convenience, we note the above three competing schemes as conventional, no-relay and always-relay, respectively. Figure 7 shows the performance comparison between our proposed OC-MAC and the other three competing schemes. The proposed OC-MAC method can be seen to achieve a higher performance in terms of throughput compared to the conventional client-server method. Obviously, this is due to the introduction of the cooperation. For the cooperative system, there are many possible sources to provide the information other nodes may be interested in. It should also be noted from this figure that the performance achieved by the proposed OC-MAC method is also super to the no-relay and always-relay cooperation method. Though proposed
OC-MAC method achieves almost the same performance compared to the always-relay method when node number is small and the no-relay method when node number is large, however, on the whole, the proposed OC-MAC method always outperforms the above no-relay and always-relay methods. For example, when the node number is 10, the gaps between the proposed OC-MAC method with the no-relay method and always-relay method are 1.2 and 0 PPS respectively, while the node number is 30, the gaps are 0.1 and 0.5 PPS, respectively. We also observe that throughput decreases when the number of nodes in the network becomes larger, which is because the more nodes in the network, the higher possibility of the packets collision during a transmission. In addition, with more nodes in the network, the routing protocol needs more routing information exchange to maintain the routing table, so the traffic load increases and leads to the congestion of network. This is the main reason why we provide the joint control algorithm for this cooperative system.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the velocity of nodes on the throughput performance. With the increase of speed, the link quality deteriorates because the reception power decreases. Our proposed OC-MAC can achieve a satisfactory performance because relay nodes keep a copy of the data frame which increases the possibility of correct reception if it is necessary to employ the relay. Generally speaking, a relay node is used when the velocity is large and channel condition is not good. This rule can be easily concluded from this figure. In addition, we note that there is no distinct difference influence between the OC-MAC, the no-relay and always-relay when the velocity is more than 70mph, which is because both the relay and direction channels are not good for transmission in this case.
And then, we present some simulation results for JOC algorithm. The network with end-to-end paths and logic links is shown in Figure 9. Each of the three sources has its utility function parameterized by $a$ as in (25). We assume that if the distance between the transmitter node and the receiver node is less than $2d$ (see Figure 9), the receiver node gets interfered from the transmitter node. For simplicity, we assume that all of the links capacities are identically and uniformly distributed over one unit.

Figure 10 shows the convergence of link persistence probabilities regulated by JOC algorithm for the case of $a = 3$ with step-size $\kappa = \gamma = 0.1$ (Note: the initial persistence probability of each link is random distributed from 0 to 1; A, E and G are source nodes, while the C, D and F are destination nodes). Figure 11 shows the optimized source rates with each data point being the result of solving (16) for a given fairness parameter $a$. A number of interesting observations can be made from this graph. For example, since source 1 traverses more heavily interfered links, at the optimal rate allocation that maximizes the network utility, it is allocated the lowest data rate. However, as the value of $a$ increases, the gap among the source decreases, improving fairness among sources.

Finally, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed OC-MAC protocol combined with JOC algorithm for the cooperative VANET system, we plot the throughput curves at the node velocity equal to 40mph and 80mph, respectively. The proposed OC-MAC+JOC scheme is benchmarked against the scheme with only OC-MAC, in which it does not employ any control algorithm. The performance comparison is illustrated in Figure 12. The proposed OC-MAC+JOC method can be
seen to achieve a higher performance in terms of throughput. When the velocity of the node is 40 mph and the number of the node ranges from 10 to 35, the average throughput using the proposed scheme is about 8.73 PPS while it is 8.12 PPS for the case of OC-MAC method, thus, around 0.6 PPS performance gain can be achieved on average using the proposed OC-MAC+JOC scheme. Similarly, when the velocity of the node is 80 mph, around 0.5 PPS performance gain can be achieved on the average.

5.3 Observations

Based on the selected objective and subjective simulation results described above, we conclude the following three main observations:

- Opportunistic cooperation strategy (OC-MAC protocol) can improve the throughput of the VANET system compared to the conventional IEEE 802.11 standard client-service system. In addition, it also outperforms the no-relay and always-relay approaches in terms of adaptability (please see Figure 7 and Figure 8).

- Joint optimal control algorithm actually can adjust flow rates at Transport layer according to the link persistence probability adjusted at the MAC layer. The simulation results support the previous theory analysis that the proposed JOC algorithm converges to the globally optimal solutions (please see Figure 10 and Figure 11).

- From the objective comparisons, it is clear that the proposed OC-MAC combined with JOC scheme outperforms the only OC-MAC method and can provide a satisfactory service for practical VANET system (please see Figure...
6. Related Works

For the single-source-single-path utility maximization problem, i.e., each vehicle has only one available path, had been extensively studied in the past, mainly in the context of Internet rate control (for example, [16-17] and the reference therein). In addition, single-source-multi-path utility maximization problem also had received much attention in many literatures (for example, [18], [7] and the reference therein). [18] categorizes the solutions into primal algorithms and dual algorithms. Globe convergence of the primal algorithms is studied in [18] for the case of when feedback delays are negligible and the oscillation problem of dual algorithm are discussed in [6]. In [7], the authors propose two flow control algorithms for network with multiple paths between source-destination pair, both are distributed algorithms over the network to maximize aggregate source utility. In contrast to the abundance of methods proposed to deal with single source utility problem, little attention has been received on multi-source-multi-path problem. [7] studies utility maximization problem for communication networks where each vehicle can have multiple alternative paths and develops a distributed solution to this problem that was amenable to online implementation.

The work in [18], [19], [16], [12] provides a utility-based optimization framework for Internet congestion control. The same framework has been applied to study the congestion control over ad hoc wireless networks (see, e.g., [20], [21]). [21] studies
joint congestion control and media access control for ad hoc wireless network, and formulates rate allocation as a utility maximization problem with the constraints that arise from contention for channel access. [22] uses a similar model to study this problem by jointly routing the flows and scheduling the transmissions to determine the achievable rates in multi-hop wireless networks. To sum up, all these works focus on the interaction between link and network layers, and try to characterize the achievable rate region at network layer.

Cross-layer design in communication networks, especially in wireless networks, has attracted great attention recently (see, e.g. [23] for an overview). Our work belongs to the category of cross-layer design via dual decomposition in optimization framework. Other work that can be put into this category includes TCP/IP interaction in [24], joint routing and resource allocation in [11] and joint TCP and power control in [10]. The work on joint rate control, MAC and routing design is the first step to provide a unified framework for systematically carrying out cross-layer design. We will extend the framework to include other layers in the future.

7. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have been focusing on optimizing the rate control, medium access control and routing problem jointly for cooperative VANET. Firstly, we introduce the cooperative communication conception to VANET, and propose an opportunistic cooperation strategy to improve the system throughput. Secondly, we develop a cross-layer control algorithm by joint working at medium access control layer to
adjust link persistence probability, at the transport layer to adjust flow rate and at the network layer to determine the routing. Furthermore, some practical issues for implementing the proposed algorithm and improving the system performance are presented. The simulation results show that the effectiveness of the proposed opportunistic cooperation strategy combined with joint control algorithm for the cooperative VANET.
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**Appendix: Proof of Strictly Concave Function**

Proof: Taking derivatives again, for each of the nonlinear

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n_i} \log \left( c_i P_i \prod_{k \in N_n^c(l)} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L_{\text{out}}(k)} P_m \right) \right) - \sum_{n \in L_{\text{pos}}(t)} c_n P_n \prod_{k \in N_n^c(n), k \neq t} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L_{\text{out}}(k)} P_m \right)
\]

terms in \( L_p(\tilde{P}) \), we obtain the Hessian

\[
H^I = \frac{-P_i}{(\sum_k z_{ik} + c_i P_i)^2} \left( \left( \sum_k z_{ik} + c_i P_i \right) \text{diag}(z_i) - z_i z_i^T \right)
\]

where \( z_{ik} = \exp(\tilde{P}_i) + c_i P_i \prod_{k \in N_n^c(l)} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L_{\text{out}}(k)} P_m \right) \), and \( z_i \) is a column vector \([z_{i1}, z_{i2}, \ldots, z_{il}]^T\).

Matrix \( H^I \) is indeed negative definite: for all vectors \( v \)
\[
-v^T H^i v = -p_i \left[ \left( \sum_{k} z_{ik} + c_i p_i \right) \left( \sum_{k \in N(l)}^a \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L(k)} p_m \right) z_{ik} \right) - \left( \sum_{k \in N(l)} \left(1 - \sum_{m \in L(k)} p_m \right) z_{ik} \right)^2 \right] \\
\left( \sum_{k} z_{ik} + c_i p_i \right)^2 < 0
\]

This is because the Cauchy Schwarz inequality \((a^T a)(b^T b) \geq (a^T b)^2\). Therefore, \(L_p(\bar{P})\) is a strictly concave function of \(\bar{P}\), and its Hessian is a negative definite block diagonal matrix \(\text{diag}(H^1, H^2, ..., H^I)\).}

\[\square\]
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